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*ddress which. I am now about to make to you, is the last that

y are to hear from me in your college life. This circumstance

mptions.which must be suppressed in silence, since words

d not give them utterance. This ' much, however, I must be

std to say, that your correct deportment, attention to study, and

l e o: the imperfect assisxa Which it has beeri'our

ess than official duty, to give you ih your scientific and

nits, have le#t ea a winds-4Z. Impression in your favor,

a, l tests iony of my regard, I would affectionately dedicate to

,.;garbs which are to follow. They relate to an objection

a the christiau religion, which exists in the minds of many,

ciauyof the young. And as yo;r welfare will essentially depend

vx your minds given up, without reserve, to the dictates of thic,

your safest guide in the business of life, and your best

ur ce oi; comfort ink adversity, I have thought that I could not

WQ;vre&ent occasion, with better advantage to you, than by

s, intended to obviate the objection which; it is proposed

der.'hesubject will have the advantage of unity; and it will

you, Barry with you from this place, an abiding impres-

44e. kie&t, matter OCtranscendent importance, than to have your

y Astracted by a viultiplicity of monotony hints. If the main

> eatablished, if-you be Christians in principle, every thing

?- qta both your duty and interest, your usefulness and yr
vv 1Aw as a matter of course. Instruction and discipline

ix puo of education, aAd' he has been best instructed who

himself,'and beat disciplined who best kno .

la It x iatters little what or how- much a alert;'

tt

-
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may have learned, if he knows not he a regulate' the hide
of the heart," the springs of action and sources of omet within
the soul.

Humility, meekness, f orgiveness of iuries, moderation in our
attachments to and pursuit of worldly objects, patience, self denial,
and the like, which have with propriety been denominated "the pas-
sive virtues," hold a principal place the morality of the gospel B t

they are not admired by the world. On the contrary, they are com-
monly thought to indicate mean and ignoble spirit, and are supposed
to stand in direct opposition to courage and a sense of honor; which,
when united to a certain confidence in one's self, a high valuation of
worldly distinction, and a lively sense and prompt resentment of insults
and injuries, constitute what commonly passes in the world for the
character of a gentleman. And as all these traits of character are
supposed to be, and some of them i-eally are, opposed to the passive
virtues, the religion of the gospel, which so clearly enjoins these vir-
tues, is thought to be unfit for a man of spirit.

This is the objection which I propose to consider.
A preliminary remark is here ueessary. What christianity is,

must be learned, not from the average character and attainments of
those who profess it, much less from the specimens which may be
found in any particular place or neighborhood. The profession of men
must be estimated by the standard of their creed, not their creed by
their profession. The best are imperfect, and in practice fall below
their own rules. Allowance must be made for the infirmities of nature
and the bias of education, from which none are perfectly free. Chris-
tianity as it is practiced is much less estimable than Christianity as it
is understood. And even as it is understood, it is far less worthy of
esteem, than as it really is. There are errors in judgment; and the
practice of rnen diverges still furter from the line of rectitude than
their opinions.
In point of charity, the conduct of most professing christians, in the

present day, appears glaringly deficient; so that if one should now

from the mouth even of enemies, Behold! haw these christians love
one another," he would be thought to speak words of the bitterest irony.
We must, then, look at christianity as it is taught in the sacred scrip-
tures, if we would form a correct estimate of its genuine character and

There is no aspect of christianity at which the feelings of the young
and ardent are more apt to be shocked, than that forbidding frown with
which it seems to regard not only the honors, profits, and pleasures,
buteven the common and innocent enjoymentsof this life. But chris-
tianity has often been misrepresented in this particular. The oriental
style of the sacred writings has not been fairly interpreted. Properly

objects of desire, not absolutely but comparatively; condemn them when
loved immoderately, pursued anxiously, possessed unthankfully, or
used selfishly. They forbid us to regard them in any other light than

eno an nd.Tey ib nop h inr
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was once an island
was contested in lh
river had washed a
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on ror courage, among tne savage
veled. The honor to which he
thoughts were on England and
e knew would be a rich compen-

;e speculating on the conduct of
e would say, "is a singular sort

in his character and feelings as
earance. When we insult and
of resentment. Nor will he be

eturn. He is intent on thing,
ato the further prosecution of his
demented, or else some guilty
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end intellectual improvement as
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he rest. Hence the world is full of contentions.. But.
ianity is a meek and quiet spirit. And yetit to

o little disturbance in the world. This sounds some-
. Perhaps the following remarks may explain it
d respects rest on civil relations; natural, on natral..
rferes with neither. I gives to Cmsar the things

's; though Casar happened to be a Tiberius or a Nero.
ound to obey an impious father. A pious husband is
rriage covenant to an irreligious wife. A father may
wicked son, though for the purpose of bestowing his
uses. Christianity does not allow moral feeling to
disturb the natural or civil relations of life, or business
ut leaves us in these respects, to govern our conduct
with others by the general considerations of natural
espect, prudence and worldly interest-always, how-
to the dictates of justice and humanity. But in all

e the outward act is intended to express the state of
s christianity isragmatical and iperious. Hence

gh bound to pay civil respects to "the powers that be,"
zt kind of respect which is expressive of approbation,
an, however powerful by rank and station. He may
ence at the will of a tyrant. He may not, in private

ite friends of any who are no "the excellent of the
.y not countenance, even by his presence, any evil ac
not disguise his moral sentiments. Where properly
ovidenceof God, to exhibit a testimony in the cause
, he may not decline it through fear of man. With

i required to guard his honor from contamina-
rom the distinction which, in his intercourse with the
uired to make between professing chritan hose

riously bad, and one of a like character who makes
With the latter he is allowed to associate in the ordina-

Swith te former he is forbidden even to eat.
kness is not to be confounded with a tame indif erence

Lions. It has sensibility. It is not an inert thing, but
r..Itmay not be able to destroy "the ufruitful works

at it will have no fellowship with them, and in this way
prove them. It need not provoke a quarrel with the

ust come out from their company. Though not abso-
to contend with "an unclean thing;" it will not.

familiarity of a touch.
christianity requires us to abhor that which is evil, as

e to that whch is good. The two cannot, indeed, be
if we love virtue We must loathe its opposite.



manifestation, they are constrained to put on appearances which do
not naturally belong to their. The sanctuary of the heart must not
only be guarded against all approach of impurity, but it must never be
belied by holding out signals, whetherin word or action, which do not
correspond with the voice within.

You, who, as yet, have not been much conversant in the history
and science of the human heart, can hardly imagine how anxious per-
sons who are secretly disturbed by the consciousness of guilt usually
are to win or extort, from those of established character for moral
worth, some sign or testimony of approbation. And none but those
who have attentively studied the Bible can be aware with what
assiduity of caution the spirit of christianity has guarded its disciples
against the temptations to yield in this particular. This explains the
paradox before mentioned. The anxiety on the part of the had to ob-
tain the countenance arid sanction of the good to their vicious practi-
ces, and the determination of the good not to comply, produce the war
between them. The slightest compliance would often produce a com-
promise. It has been remarked truly, that had the primitive chris-
tians only consented to cast a pinch of incense on the heathen altars,
the fury of persecution might have been stayed.

In this age of refinement, that, in some respects, remarkable exhibi-
tion of christian character which was made in Europe during the progress
of the reformation begun by Luther, is commonly, I think, censured for
its rudeness: and perhaps justly,for there can be no merit in coarse ex-
pressions and vulgar manners. Yet it is questionable whether the cur-
rent of public sentiment may not have been carrying us into an oppo-
site and more dangerous extreme. Not that our manners are in danger
of becoming too much refined-far, far from it-but, under the idea
that the christian character is all passivity and meekness there may
be danger of taking from it that vigor and freedom of oral sentiment
and action, which was s conspicu ough a with an unne-
cessary harshness of character-in the reformers. In the chang that
has taken place from rudeness to refinement, christianity has not been
the gainer, if in adopting the courtly smoothness of modern manners,
she has lost her honest expession of look-her bright and dauntless
eye-her countenance, glowing with animation-her commanding, aw-
ful brow, capable of putting on a frown to appal the guilty-her noble
port, and mien indicative of her origin and destiny.

That general movement which takes place in the soul, when an evil
action is presented to view, is usually compounded of various particu-
lar movements, of which some one predominates, according to the
character of the individual, and the state of temper in which he may
happen to be at the time. First, there is a sentiment or feeling of
disgust and disapprobation. This christianity allows and even re-
quires. Second, there may be a dislike of the entire character of the
person who is supposed to have committed the evil action. This, also,
christianity allows and enjoins, provided the general character of the
person be really bad. Third, there is a contemplation of the person
as guilty, and of the punishment which is corning upon him, accompa-
nied, usually, in persons of well disposed minds, with feelings of com-
miseration. Fourth, there may be a desire to inflict the punishment.
This last, in private individuals, christianity condemns. To inflict, as
well as to award punishment, is the province of the ruler, and belongs
originally to God alone: "Vengeance is mine: I will repay, saith the



ifhe thirst, give him
)f fire on his head.

a or me case, tne moral reeungs, as weiras tne passion
, would be likely to operate with too much intensity. And
ass of human nature makes us liable to err in this direc-
that christianity has planted its strongest guards, by

Is to love our enemies, and so forth. Not that an injury
ny special obligation to single out him who has done it,
Sof making him the object of kind offices: but the mean-
iept must be, that we are not to single him out for an op-
I, but should still consider him as belonging to the number
n of the human family, to whom, on all needful and prop-
rood will and kind offices are due.

rally little danger that the moral feelings will operate
except where self is concerned. Their intensity should
as, according to the degrees of turpitude, or excellence,
long to their objects, and from simple dislike may ascend,
arious grades of disapprobation, to the point of burning
r from mere approval, to the most glowing admiration.
. wonderful power of disturbing, and even confounding

man has done me an injury. But perhaps it was unin-
haps it was accidental to something else, which he was
justice to himself, or others; and perhaps he has before
t of kindness which will far outweigh this injury. At
injury is a single act, and the man's general character
be good, but excellent. How absurd is it, thee g
k the general tenor h uduct, which is food and fix
an a single action which I have pronounce not good, but
11 the circumstances fairly considered, I myself might be
stify The spirit of christianity restrains this headlong
lines a man to judge charitably of the conduct which
strained to condemn, fixing his attention onevery favora-
ice which is visible in the case, and supposing others that
ible. In all this there is surely nothing which is not in
accordance with the nicest sense of honor, that noble prin-
rimary office it is to watch over the sphere of the moral
reserve them in their purity and vigor. For when char-
ess have performed their part-which, be it remembered,
,rol the judgment and moral feelings, but is merely pre-
eir exercise-when charity and meekness have kept balk
y of passion, and checked the exorbitancy of self-and
of conduct, or the character of a man, stands in our view
;ed of moral turpitude-christianity has no veto to n-
t be loathed, and reprobated.
)se passive virtues-that poverty of sirit-that humility

rTlin



passion, which points to its object as the needle to the loadstone. Ani
as he who holds a loadstone in his hand may mtake the needle follow
his motions; so, whoever has at his disposal whatever another is s
premely devoted to, may exact from him whatever compliances h
pleases. If you "say to gold thou art my trust, and to fin gld tho
art my confidence," you must submit to the conditions on which i
may be obtained. The same is true of power and place. Hene
there is something mean even in ambition, which has been called th
vice of great minds unjustly; for little minds are not less, but more
under the influence of ambition than great ones: only, it governs then
in a little way. Swift, I think, said, that "climbing resembles creep
ing." The miser is a slave. And what is true of ambition and avaric
is true of every other passion, appetite and desire, which has for its ob
ject any earthly good. Whoever is supremely devoted to the world, i
a slave. Christianity places the love of God in opposition to the lov
of the world. The one is the source of all our temptations: the othe
is the fountain of all true virtue. The things of the world are th
bribes which corrupt our integrity. Whoever estimates them too high
ly is, in fact, alrea d y corrupted. Opportunity, and a sufficient tempts
tion are all that is wanting to make him a villai. Two worlds con
tend for our hearts. I do not mean earth and heaven, as these word
are commonly understood. For there is nothing in the nature of thing
to render earth, considered merely as the scene of present action an
enjoyment, inconsistent with the hope of heaven and happiness, here
after. But I mnea, on the one hand, the moral world, in which ar
contained the ideas of duty, rectitude, honor, conscience, law, reason
accountability, a Deity, and our relations to Him and to one another-
what the divine Teacher calls "the kingdom of heaven," which iswith
in the soul itself-which, though not the object of sense or imagination
is more real, substantial and permanent than any thing which sns c

imagination ever apprehened-comaured with which, indeed, th
world of sen s but a show, a phantom, a pageant-and within wic
reside those mysterious powers which control man's destiny-I mea
this spiritual, abstract world, on the one hand; and on the other, ti
vulgar, palpable, gross world, which contains wealth power, plea
sure, the gifts of fortune, whatever, in short, goes under the denomi
nation of temporal advantage. These two worlds contend for the a
cendency in our hearts. Both cannot possess it. Where the latte
reigns, there cannot be genuine virtue. Where the former reign:
there is a heaven-directed soul-there is happiness built upon a roc
-- there are the elements of thought and feeling reduced to a new oi
der of harmony and grandeur--there is a temple for God. But whq
I desire you particularly to remark is, that, in such a soul resides, an
in none other can reside, the lowly virtue of self denial, which is so f
from deserving to be treated with contempt, that it merits the higher
honor; since, without it, no great, extensive, or permanent good eve
has been, or can be accomplished in the world. There is another of
jecjion, sometimes urged against christianity, which remains to be m
ticed, and which, like the objections already considered, will be foun
if tt.oroughly examined, to redound to its honor, The objection 1
which I refer arises from a strange misapprehension of the benevolei
efforts which it belongs to the spirit of christian charity to encourage
These cannot in most cases proceed sucessfully but by means of cot

ibyltions from many individuals, To solicit such contribution is i
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